Year 6 Home Learning Quiz

Children have 15 minutes to complete the quiz.

Quiz on: 10th July
(Questions 1-3 refer to pages 6-31 of Romeo and Juliet - included in this week’s resource pack)
1)

Why wasn’t Tybalt able to fight Romeo at the party?

2) Who was killed by Tybalt? (choose one)
- Romeo
- Juliet
- Mercutio
- Benvolio
3) Complete the table to show if the statements are true or false.
TRUE

FALSE

The Capulets and Montagues had been arguing for years.
The story is set in France.
Romeo and Juliet first meet in the garden of the Capulets.
Romeo and Juliet decide to get married.
4) Scenario: Sea World keeps orca whales in captivity for the purpose of entertainment.
a) Write a sentence using the Power of Three to argue the case that this is not acceptable.
b) Write a sentence using the Power of Three to argue that this is acceptable.
5) Scenario: Black Lives Matter protests are happening around the world, in the middle of a pandemic.
a) Write a sentence using the Power of Three to argue that the protests are justified.
b) Write a sentence using the Power of Three to argue that the protests are not justified.
6) Why is the Power of Three so effective for persuasion?
7) Spell properties
8) Spell choreography
9) Spell routine
10) Spell evaluate
11) Spell controversy
12) Spell hindrance
13) Spell dictionary
14) Spell environment
15) 7 x 4
16) 6 x 6
17) 108 ÷ 12
18) 32 ÷ 8
19) I have 7 faces; 2 pentagonal and 5 rectangular, I have 15 edges, I have 10
vertices. Which 3D shape am I?
20) I have 8 triangular faces, 12 edges and 6 vertices.
Which 3D shape am I?
21) What are the properties of a square-based pyramid?
22) What are the properties of a cone?
23) Which 3D shape is this a net for?
24) Which 3D shape is this a net for?
25) Which 3D shape is this a net for?

REMEMBER TO RECORD YOURSELF
SINGING/MIMING TO ‘WORLD UNITE’ AND
PERFORMING YOUR STREET DANCE MOVES!
SEND IN TO
HLTeam@oldfletton.peterborough.sch.uk

Answers
1) Capulet told him not to because people at the party liked him and he didn’t want fighting in his house.
2) - Mercutio
3)
TRUE
The Capulets and Montagues had been arguing for years.

FALSE

✓

The story is set in France.

✓

Romeo and Juliet first meet in the garden of the Capulets.

✓
✓

Romeo and Juliet decide to get married.

4) Accept any suitable sentences which use the Power of Three. e.g…
a) Whales in captivity are unable to swim, hunt or enjoy the freedom they deserve.
b) The whales at Sea World are treated well, fed daily and provide entertainment for thousands of people each year.
5) Accept any suitable sentences which use the Power of Three. e.g….
a) The fact that these protests are going ahead in such dangerous times proves the desperation for freedom, equality
and justice for Black people.
b) The fact that these protests are happening in the middle of a pandemic proves that the protestors are selfish,
foolish and inconsiderate of the health of others.
6) It provides a rhythm which sticks in people’s minds, it is easy to remember and makes the speech or writing more
interesting or enjoyable.
7) properties
8) choreography
9) routine
10) evaluate
11) controversy
12) hindrance
13) dictionary
14) environment
15) 28
16) 36
17) 9
18) 4
19) Pentagonal Prism
20) Octahedron
21) A square base, 4 triangular faces which meat at a point, 5 faces in total, 8 edges, 5 vertices
22) 1 flat face, which is circular, 1 curved face, 1 edge, 1 vertex.
23) Triangular-based pyramid or Tetrahedron
24) Triangular prism
25) Octahedron

Score

/25

